Introduction
The conversion of natural habitats to urban landscapes has complex effects on wildlife populations and communities, including consequences for pathogen transmission [1 -3] . Changes in pathogen dynamics can result from shifts in wildlife behaviour, body condition, immunity, demography and trophic interactions in response to urbanization [4] [5] [6] . For example, banded mongooses (Mungos mungo) in Botswana that forage on garbage in urban habitats showed a higher incidence of tuberculosis, likely from higher contact rates and within-troop aggression [7] . Similarly, house sparrows (Passer domesticus) in urban regions of France had a higher prevalence of avian malaria and greater lead concentrations than natural populations, suggesting impaired immunity from urban contaminants [8] . Because urbanization can also produce novel & 2018 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved. species assemblages that influence interspecific contact rates [9] [10] [11] , a detailed understanding of host -pathogen interactions in urban landscapes can help mitigate pathogen spillover risks.
Many wildlife pathogens, including multi-host pathogens in urban landscapes, have complex transmission processes [12 -14] . Avian influenza virus and Salmonella enterica are examples of multi-host zoonotic pathogens where transmission among wildlife hosts can depend on multiple exposure routes [12, 15, 16] . Within birds, these pathogens are spread through faecal -oral transmission, and thus infection could be associated with both intraspecific and interspecific contacts or with exposure to environmental stages in soil or water that can persist for weeks and even months [17, 18] . Resolving the roles of multiple routes of infection is challenging [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and is further complicated with Salmonella, for which exposure can also be derived from human sources such as contaminated food and treated or untreated wastewater [17, 24] . Investigating these transmission processes in urban wildlife is needed to better predict exposure for humans and vulnerable wildlife species and to develop management strategies to reduce infection risk.
Mathematical models offer powerful tools for understanding infectious disease dynamics when there is uncertainty or limited empirical knowledge about the underlying transmission mechanisms, as is true for many wildlife pathogens [25, 26] . In one recent study, mechanistic models applied to longitudinal field data indicated that frequent inter-colony contact and immunizing exposures were necessary to explain observed seroprevalence of rabies virus in vampire bats (Desmodus rotundus) [27] . Mechanistic models of plague similarly suggest that human ectoparasites were more likely than rats to have sustained large historical epidemics in Europe [28] . Mathematical models that include different transmission routes can therefore act as virtual experiments to show which combinations of exposure routes are capable of maintaining multi-host pathogens, which can inform future field studies and intervention strategies [26, 29] .
In this study, we develop a mathematical model to similarly examine the transmission dynamics of Salmonella in urbanized American white ibis (Eudocimus albus) populations. White ibis are colonial wading birds that naturally reside in wetlands and forage on aquatic prey [30] . In south Florida, which includes both breeding and non-breeding ibis populations, some ibis have shifted their behaviour to forage in urban parks in recent years [31, 32] . White ibis are now abundant in neighbourhood parks, golf courses and other artificial wetlands, where they show site fidelity, are fed by people and regularly interact with other urbanized birds such as gulls and ducks [33, 34] . Recent work showed that Salmonella infection prevalence is greatest in urban ibis [34] , possibly due to increased contact when ibis aggregate around supplemental food [4, 35] . Ibis can carry Salmonella without developing clinical disease, allowing them to intermittently shed bacteria [36] . The diversity of Salmonella serotypes is also high in urban ibis, suggesting frequent environmental exposure and contributions from various sources [34, 36] . As some Salmonella isolates from ibis match those from human cases [34, 37] , ibis could contribute to human exposure in shared urban environments. Ibises might also acquire some infections from human sources (e.g. contaminated wastewater) or other reservoir hosts (e.g. wild birds, pets).
Given uncertainties in the mechanisms by which urban habituation influences Salmonella transmission in ibis, we build a novel mathematical model of ibis -pathogen dynamics in urban habitats to determine (i) the relative importance of intraspecific contact versus environmental transmission and (ii) if sustained transmission can be supported by ibis alone or requires non-ibis sources of pathogen input. To differentiate between potential mechanisms causing exposure in urban ibis, we perform a global sensitivity analysis of our model and match predictions against temporal infection prevalence data from ibis and environmental samples in the non-breeding season. We validate our model with biannual field samples from an independent non-breeding season and simplify the model to focus on the most parsimonious and predictive assumptions. This workflow could provide a generalizable analytic roadmap for assessing transmission pathways of multi-host wildlife pathogens in the face of often scarce and sparse infection data.
Material and methods

Model development
To explore Salmonella dynamics in an urban ibis flock, we use a compartmental model based on a susceptible -infectedsusceptible paradigm with an environmental source of infection (figure 1a) [38] . Our model considers infection dynamics within a single non-breeding season (October to March) [39] . During the non-breeding season, ibis forage throughout the day in urban parks but roost at night in trees above water, often in wetlands and golf courses [40] . Because ibis have high winter survival, and as Salmonella is only known to cause mortality in nestlings [41, 42] , we ignore natural and disease-induced mortality and assume a constant flock size, N. We assume no immunity after recovery, such that re-exposure leads to new infection. As Salmonella either colonizes the gastrointestinal (GI) tract or results in transitory shedding [36] , we divide infected ibis into transiently shedding (I t ) and actively colonized (I a ) hosts, where I t shed for a shorter duration (i.e. passage through the GI tract) relative to I a . Ibis either enter a transient shedding state or become actively colonized rather than an advance from transiently shedding to actively colonized (see below). As our field data from bird faecal analyses do not discriminate between I t and I a , we quantify infection prevalence (P) as all infected ibis divided by constant flock size (i.e. [I t þ I a ]=N). We track the environmental prevalence of Salmonella (e) as E/R, where E is the area of an urban park contaminated with Salmonella and R is the total park area used by ibis. Higher e can be interpreted as the probability with which ibis encounter an infectious dose (e.g. our model assumes that an environmental detection rate of 33% versus 66% doubles encounter).
We consider two transmission routes for susceptible ibis (S): contact with infected ibis at a rate c and uptake of environmental Salmonella at a rate 1. To select the appropriate term for contactbased transmission, we analysed field data on ibis infection prevalence and flock size (below). We assume a positive flock size -prevalence relationship supports density-dependent transmission (c f ¼ c) and no relationship supports frequencydependent transmission (c f ¼ c=N). However, because flock size is here modelled as constant, differentiating between these contact-based transmission processes only affects the magnitude of this model parameter. A proportion of ibis become actively colonized following exposure, shed Salmonella into the environmental at rate f and clear infection at rate g. The remaining proportion (1 À u) develop a transient infection, shed at rate df (where d 1) and clear infection at rate a (a . g). Thus, transiently shedding and colonized ibis contribute to the environmental Salmonella pool (e) at rates f and df. Non-ibis sources, including alternative reservoir hosts or anthropogenic sources, contribute to e at a constant rate c. Because e relates to the total area contaminated by Salmonella, these shedding rates represent the fraction of the foraging area contaminated per day by ibis and non-ibis sources. Only uninfected areas of the park become contaminated, and thus the rate of increase in environmental prevalence is (1 À e) f(dI t þ I a ) þ c. This specific assumption is justified given that our model only considers the park area used by foraging ibis (from which our environmental data were also derived; see below and electronic supplementary material), that ibis spend their daily foraging time well-mixed within these parks, and that the location of roost trees above water is unlikely to facilitate environmental exposure to a build-up of Salmonella [40, 43] . We lastly assume that Salmonella decays from the environment at a constant rate n. Salmonella infection dynamics within an urban ibis flock and the environment are illustrated in figure 1 and are provided by the following system of three ordinary differential equations:
Initial parametrization
Because many parameters relating to Salmonella dynamics in ibis are unknown, we used values primarily from published studies of poultry experimentally infected with Salmonella (given a lack of ibis-specific estimates) and performed sensitivity analyses within biologically realistic ranges (table 1) . We set the probability of Salmonella colonization given exposure (u) from 0 to 50%, given higher odds of wild birds developing transient shedding and relatively low infection probabilities in poultry [34, 44] . We assume that the minimum shedding duration by transiently shedding birds (1=a) is 2 h, based on a captive study of gut passage time for food in ibis [45] . Based on observations of experimentally inoculated chickens shedding Salmonella [46, 47] , we set the maximum value of 1=a to 9 days. For the shedding duration by actively colonized ibis (1=g), we set our minimum value as the median shedding duration in orally infected chickens (13 days) [48] . Because Salmonella has been detected in experimentally inoculated chickens for up to 12 weeks [49] , we set the maximum duration of shedding by colonized ibis to be 180 days.
As the relative shedding rates of transiently shedding and actively colonized birds are unknown, we allowed the scaling parameter for transient shedding ibis (d) to range from 0 to 1. We set shedding of actively colonized ibis (f) to range from 0 to only 0.1, the latter representing the extreme case where one ibis contaminates up to 10% of the total flock foraging area within a single day. Similarly, we allowed non-ibis sources of infection (c) to range from 0 to 1, in which non-ibis sources could contaminate up to the entire foraging area daily. Both the parameters for effective close contact (c f ) and environmental uptake of Salmonella (1) ranged from 0 to 2. Lastly, for the persistence time of Salmonella in the environment (1=n), we considered a minimum of two weeks and a maximum of 180 days [17, 50] , the duration of our simulations.
Analysis of field data to inform model structure
We recorded Salmonella infection prevalence from 98 white ibis from six urban sites in south Florida (Palm Beach and Martin Counties) during four sampling periods between October and March of 2015 -2016 and 2016-2017; all sites were sampled in at least three of these four time points (electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ). Site descriptions and methods of quantifying urbanization are given elsewhere [33, 34] , and details of ibis capture, environmental sample collection, flock size determination and laboratory analyses to quantify Salmonella positivity are provided in the electronic supplementary material.
Using these data, we derived the average flock size for each urban site at each sampling time point. We calculated the prevalence of Salmonella (i.e. the proportion of positive samples) (i) per site and time point and (ii) pooled across sites, using the Wilson interval to derive 95% confidence intervals as suggested for small sample sizes [51] . To assess our assumption of constant flock size over time, we used the lme4 package in R to fit a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) with mean flock size per site and time point as the dependent variable, Gaussian errors, a fixed effect of the four sampling events, and a random intercept of the site [52, 53] . To examine modelling ibis -ibis transmission as density-or frequency-dependent, we fit another GLMM to the positive and negative counts of Salmonella infection status per site and sampling event, binomial errors, a logit link, a fixed effect of log flock size and a random intercept of site.
Model analysis
We analysed model variants across a factorial design of epidemiological scenarios under which (i) non-ibis sources do or do not contribute to the environmental pool (c ! 0 and c ¼ 0) and (ii) contact-based transmission does or does not occur (c f ! 0 and c f ¼ 0). These four model scenarios (figure 1b) include (1) contact-based transmission and non-ibis sources (c f ! 0, c ! 0), (2) contact-based transmission and no non-ibis sources (c f ! 0, c ¼ 0), (3) no contact-based transmission and non-ibis sources (c f ¼ 0, c ! 0) and (4) no contact-based transmission and no non-ibis sources (c f ¼ 0, c ¼ 0); for this latter scenario, transmission can only occur through environmental uptake (1). We used Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) with the lhs and deSolve packages to efficiently sample the biological ranges of parameter values (table 1) [54 -57] . We sampled 1000 unique parameter combinations, assuming prior uniform distributions of most model parameters [58] . Because we did not have a priori orderof-magnitude estimates for four model parameters (f, c, c, 1), we uniformly sampled these across a log 10 scale (table 1) .
In the four model scenarios, we set initial conditions to match ibis and environmental infection prevalence pooled across sites at the start of the study in autumn 2015 (figure 2), and simulations were run for the duration of the non-breeding season (t max ¼ 180). We then trimmed the 1000 parameter combinations to the subset that resulted in a simulated endpoint prevalence within the 95% confidence interval for the pooled proportion of positive ibis and environmental samples in spring 2016. We repeated this procedure by restricting LHS parameter combinations with only ibis prevalence (ignoring prevalence based on environmental samples) to quantify how inferences about plausible parameter sets would differ if ibis and environmental prevalence were decoupled. To assess the sensitivity of this approach to initial conditions for ibis state variables, we repeated our LHS analysis using the upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence intervals for estimated mean urban ibis flock size and pooled ibis infection prevalence for autumn 2015. We used Salmonella data pooled across sites for these model analyses, as sample sizes per site and sampling time point were small (ibis: n ¼ 1-8, x % 4; environment: n ¼ 6 (n ¼ 3 soil and n ¼ 3 water)). We visualized the distribution and median values of plausible parameter sets (i.e. those that resulted in simulated endpoint prevalence within the 95% confidence intervals of the field prevalence data in spring 2016) with violin plots across model scenarios. We then used GLMs with a Tweedie distribution or beta regressions with whether non-ibis sources were included (c ! 0 and c ¼ 0), whether the contact-based transmission was included (c f ! 0 and c f ¼ 0), and their interaction as fixed effects to quantify how treatments affected plausible parameter values (as the dependent variables) [59 -61] . To assess performance across all four scenarios (figure 1b), we used the median plausible parameters and ran simulations using mean flock size and initial conditions from autumn 2016; we then qualitatively assessed how well these simulations matched our field data for end-of-season prevalence in spring 2017. Based on the relative magnitudes of estimated parameters and performance of the four model scenarios, we lastly derive a simplified model that minimized the number of parameters needed to capture observed infection dynamics. 
Model parametrization and restriction
We initialized models using field data from the start of the non-breeding season in 2015 (P start ¼ 59%, e start ¼ 50%, N ¼ 68), resulting in 40 actively colonized (I a ) ibis. Given the 95% confidence intervals for Salmonella prevalence by the end of the 2015-2016 non-breeding season (figure 2a), we retained LHS parameter combinations if they produced endpoint prevalence between 16% and 45% in urban ibis and between 18% and 47% for environmental samples.
The figure 3a ; electronic supplementary material, table S1). Within these parameter sets, a small fraction generated time series that rapidly departed from initial conditions before returning within the observed prevalences by the end of the non-breeding season. The number of retained parameter combinations did not differ when non-ibis sources were included (c ! 0; scenarios 1 and 3) nor when the contactbased transmission was included (c f ! 0; scenarios 2 and 4), suggesting both terms to be uninformative (figure 3a; electronic supplementary material, table S1). These results were robust to using the lower and upper 95% confidence interval for mean flock size and ibis prevalence for initial conditions (electronic supplementary material, table S1). Results were also similar when we initialized the model to have all infected ibis be transiently shedding or to evenly divide these between I t and I a (electronic supplementary material, table S2). Across all models, transiently shedding ibis (I t ) rarely contributed to overall ibis infection prevalence (electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ).
When we ignored data on Salmonella prevalence in environmental samples for this LHS restriction process, far more parameter combinations were retained as plausible (electronic supplementary material, table S3; 9.45%, n ¼ 378). However, the environmental prevalence in these simulations often reached 100%, which is unrealistic given the range of field data observed for these urban parks (figure 3b).
Statistical analysis of plausible parameters
While slightly more parameter combinations could reproduce observed dynamics of Salmonella in ibis and the environment when our model allowed non-ibis sources of infection (c ! 0; scenarios 1 and 3; electronic supplementary material, Table 2 . Plausible parameters (medians and range) derived from matching LHS combinations to Salmonella prevalence of urban ibis and environmental samples during the non-breeding season.
parameter non-ibis source (c ! 0) no non-ibis source (c ¼ 0) higher than effective contact rates (c f ), providing support for environmental transmission as a key route of ibis exposure to Salmonella.
Model validation
To validate parameter estimates from the initial LHS restriction procedure, we used the median parameter values and initial conditions from autumn 2016 to simulate Salmonella infection prevalence in the 2016-2017 non-breeding season. While these simulations produced moderate variability in Salmonella prevalence, all four model scenarios predicted the observed increase in Salmonella prevalence in the environment for spring 2017 ( figure 4 ). Yet only the model scenarios excluding non-ibis sources (c ¼ 0; scenarios 2 and 4) provided simulated outputs that fell within the 95% confidence interval observed for end-of-season ibis infectious prevalence.
Model simplification
The above parameter restriction process and independent model validation showed that contact-based transmission, non-ibis sources and transiently shedding ibis were not necessary to capture observed temporal patterns of Salmonella infection prevalence. We thus repeated our parameter restriction procedure on a simplified model that excluded uninformative parameters (c, c f , d, a). This simplified model is captured through the following two differential equations and includes actively colonized ibis, environmental exposure and Salmonella shedding into the environment:
Here b is an aggregate parameter that combines the probability of colonization given exposure (u) and environmental uptake rate (1). We repeated our LHS sensitivity analysis using the same starting conditions for autumn 2015, but we here used the ranges of our plausible parameter values (table 2) to set uniform distributions. The derived median parameter estimates were similar within under an order of magnitude to those from the full model (1=g ¼ 25:3 days; f ¼ 0:12% 1=n ¼ 20:1 days; b ¼ 0:05) and fell well within the 95% confidence intervals for the spring Salmonella prevalence data for ibis and the environment in both non-breeding seasons (figure 5).
Discussion
Field data on infection prevalence combined with global sensitivity analyses of a compartmental model provided support for critical mechanisms for Salmonella transmission in an urban avian host. Of the four different model scenarios, we found most support for environmental uptake of Salmonella from an environmental pool (with input from ibis shedding non-ibis source but not external sources) as the dominant transmission route in this host -pathogen system, without requiring contactbased transmission between ibis. Sensitivity analyses also suggested that transiently shedding ibis likely contribute little to observed transmission. These findings help generate a parsimonious model of ibis -Salmonella interactions that could provide a starting point for predicting how ibis response to urbanization alters exposure to a multi-host enteric pathogen and spillover risks. Because ibis are social and aggregate in flocks in urban parks [38] , we expected that foraging in close proximity to actively shedding ibis might represent an elevated transmission risk, as has been suggested for avian influenza transmission in wild waterfowl [62] . Model analysis showed little support for the importance of this transmission route, as the fraction of plausible parameter sets did not vary between model scenarios excluding and including contact-based transmission (and the estimates for environmental uptake rates were consistently higher than effective contact rates). These findings suggest environmental shedding and persistence of infectious stages is necessary for sustained Salmonella transmission in urban ibis. Plausible estimates of Salmonella persistence times from the sensitivity analysis were of approximately 20 days, which match independent survival estimates from other non-avian systems [63] [64] [65] .
A notable outcome of our model exploration was that non-ibis sources of environmental Salmonella were not necessary to produce sustained transmission and infection among ibis. Salmonella is present in abiotic reservoirs such as sewage [17, 24] and can be harboured by many wildlife including bird species that frequent urban habitats [36,66 -68] . However, our results suggest Salmonella could persist in urban ibis under the assumption of ibis shedding alone. When we validated the initially parametrized model with an independent year of field sampling (2016-2017) and used a simplified model that excluded non-ibis sources, we could still capture observed changes in prevalence for both ibis and the environment. This simplified model closely matched Salmonella prevalence by the end of the nonbreeding season in 2015-2016, but the predictions for the end of the 2016-2017 non-breeding season tended to be higher for ibis and lower for the environment than observed in our data, suggesting that additions of Salmonella to the environment pool by non-ibis are occurring. Non-ibis sources could arise from human inputs, especially if high precipitation washes Salmonella-contaminated sewage or other substrate into parks [69, 70] . While ibis may be able to sustain local transmission of Salmonella in some years, additional years of prevalence data and abiotic variables (e.g. rainfall and temperature) are needed to better understand the long-term contributions of ibis to the environmental pool [71] .
The parameter restriction criteria used here identified a much wider range of plausible parameter sets when we used Salmonella prevalence from only ibis compared to using both ibis and the environment. Limiting the model by only ibis data represents contexts where prevalence is decoupled between this host species and the environment, such as if urban birds instead mostly obtain Salmonella outside of urban parks. However, the parameter retention process using all environmental prevalence data rejected more parameter combinations because simulated environmental prevalence expanded far beyond the range observed in our data. As noted above, more LHS parameter sets may have better approximated the field data if we incorporated other mechanisms of Salmonella loss, such as seasonal washout of environmental infection under heavy rain [69, 70] . However, this discrepancy in regions of plausible parameter space when using both ibis and environmental prevalence more generally underscores the importance of sampling both reservoir hosts and environmental sources of infection to understand transmission.
Model simulations under plausible parameters suggested that environmental prevalence can increase rapidly when ibis arrive in urban parks at the start of the non-breeding season (e.g. figures 3a and 5). This initial increase in environmental inputs is consistent with empirical studies of other migratory and nomadic wildlife. For example, migratory saiga antelopes (Saiga tatarica) can carry and transmit nematodes to northern sheep populations, facilitating pulses of infection that coincide with annual saiga migrations [72] . Similarly, mass aggregations of ruddy turnstones (Arenaria interpres) at Delaware Bay during their spring migration fuel an ecological 'hot spot' for the transmission of avian influenza virus [73] . With relatively few sampling time points, we were unable to confirm this dynamical pattern in environmental prevalence. Future work could explore potential increases in prevalence early in the non-breeding season by sampling both urban soil and water more intensively over time within and before the ibis non-breeding season.
Understanding the transmission pathways of multi-host pathogens is important for better interpreting field studies and mitigating spillover risks [21, 25, 29] . In the case of urbanized white ibis, our model suggests that Salmonella is likely transmitted primarily through environmental exposures and may not require alternative sources of pathogen input. While the simplified model and parameter estimates derived from this analysis could be further refined by quantifying values through laboratory challenge studies and by repeating this procedure on site-specific data given larger sample sizes, our study highlights that Salmonella could be maintained through a cycle of faecal -oral environmental exposures and shedding possibly restricted to only this avian host. Ongoing sampling efforts in this system do suggest that waterfowl and other avian species also carry and shed Salmonella (S.M.H. et al., unpublished) and could therefore also contribute to the environmental pool. Although our model analysis suggests such inputs are not necessary to explain shedding patterns in ibis, future spatial and temporal surveillance of ibis and other avian species could be paired with explicitly multi-host models to understand their relative contribution as reservoir hosts of zoonotic Salmonella or whether these species instead facilitate transmission from exogenous sources of infection [34, 36, 37] . Furthermore, by generating the first parameter estimates for Salmonella shedding and uptake in a wild bird and elucidating a parsimonious set of model assumptions, this analysis also provides a starting point for predicting how urbanization affects Salmonella dynamics across landscapes and pathogen spillover risks [3, 11, 74] . Future applications of this model could critically address how urbanization modifies each transmission processes within ibis. For example, declines in infection prevalence could be driven by improved access of urban hosts to supplemental food resources that reduce susceptibility or increase pathogen clearance, as observed in other host systems [75, 76] . Improved surveillance alongside quantification of how urbanization influences within-host factors, faecal-oral exposure pathways and interactions with the breeding season will be central to predict Salmonella spillover risks.
Uncertainties in transmission routes and parameter estimates are often critical limiting steps in modelling wildlife disease and using such models for generating management strategies [26, 77] . Identifying a parsimonious model can often be achieved by applying likelihood-based inference to a time series of infection data [25, 29] , yet this can present logistical challenges for wildlife that display migratory or nomadic behaviour and can be restricted by limited sampling efforts across space and time [78] [79] [80] . Our analysis instead used an alternative workflow that generated a novel model with multiple exposure routes, infection classes, and Salmonella inputs; used previous studies and field data to inform model structure; applied LHS to cover a relevant region of parameter space; restricted model outputs by field prevalence data; validated plausible parameters against an independent dataset; and eliminated uninformative parameters to simplify our model to a more parsimonious and predictive set of assumptions (figure 6). Ultimately, the likelihood-based approaches could provide more robust parameter estimates and quantitatively select between alternative model structures. However, as our more qualitative procedure relied on only biannual sampling across two non-breeding seasons, this alternative rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 15: 20180654 workflow may have greater utility for often-sparse wildlife infection data. Owing to these biannual data, we note that our approach was prone to selecting a small fraction of parameter sets whose time series rapidly departed from the initial conditions before returning to within the observed end-of-season prevalences (e.g. figure 3 ), suggesting generally poor fits to the data. Our approach could therefore be extended to restrict parameter space with high-resolution temporal data (e.g. many sampling events within the non-breeding season), annual data over multiple years rather than biannual withinseason data (e.g. for many non-migratory species) and with infection prevalence data from multiple host species. Our pooling data across sites are another limitation, as some variability in prevalence among parks (e.g. electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ) suggests stochasticity.
Owing to small sample sizes per site, we here used an aggregate and deterministic model to capture the central tendencies in dynamics. Yet a stochastic framework could help generate such site-level variation while further refining plausible parameter selection (e.g. stochastic mortality of infected ibis could make even fewer sets plausible). Such methodological advances would further provide a more generalizable analytic roadmap to assess support for transmission pathways of multi-host wildlife pathogens.
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